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The Philosophy Foundation’s Theory of Change

Our outputs…
Individuals become philosophical thinkers,
able to apply independent, critical and
creative thought processes that will positively
influence their approach to life

Our activities…

Our focus…
Individuals from
disadvantaged
backgrounds and others
that are not normally
exposed to philosophy

Developing philosophical
learning materials, including
curriculums, resources and
publications

Individuals develop key life skills, including
problem solving, decision making,
communication, and teamwork skills
Individuals develop personal confidence,
empathy and leadership qualities, to
become leaders in society

Trained and accredited
specialists delivering
philosophical sessions in
schools, workplaces and
other learning spaces

Individuals achieve better educational and
workplace results, have a greater appetite
for learning, and higher aspirations for
education and work

Undertaking research,
partnership building and
influencing to show the value
of philosophical enquiry

Classes, workplace teams and other groups
are able to communicate and collaborate
effectively, manage conflict, and come to
better decisions to achieve better outcomes

Schools, organisations and other institutions
see the value of philosophical thinking, and
nurture their environments and culture to
become high achieving, enjoyable and
fulfilling places to study, work and be

The outcome…
Individuals are able to
succeed professionally and
personally, and contribute
positively to society

The impact…
An inclusive and thriving
society built on a diversity
of ideas and contributions

2019-20 Report Summary
Since forming as a social enterprise in 2007 we have worked
directly with over 52,000 young people in schools - nursery,
primary and secondary - helping them to develop vital
cognitive and aﬀective skills that can enhance their
schoolwork and their life beyond school. Over 90% of our
schools have more than the national average of children on
free school meals, with 56% of our schools having double
the national average, in addition to being in areas that
serve communities with a wide mix of language and
educational needs.
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COVID-19 struck in March, all of our classes, events and training halted. We immediately pivoted online and managed to reach
505 beneficiaries in the last third of our financial year.

A Carbon Neutral Company
At The Philosophy Foundation (TPF) we aim to continually improve our
environmental performance as an integral part of our business strategy and
operating methods In 2019/20 we produced 10.5 tonnes of CO2e which is 1 tonne
less per individual than most other oﬀices.

TPF Carbon intensity: 2.6 Tonnes
Average oﬀice carbon intensity 3.6

Each year we oﬀset our energy usage, using Gold Standard UK calculator Climate
Care. In 2019/20 our oﬀset payment went to growing trees (largely in schools) in
the South East of the UK.

In 2020 we doubled our oﬀset to be Carbon Neutral Plus

August 2019 onward: TPF
measures its carbon footprint and
oﬀsets the excess.
July 2019: Review of environmental
policy. Updated to cover paper, energy,
physical resources, travel, maintenance
and culture
September 2018: TPF is a paperless Charity

We achieve our mission through:
• Directly working in schools and
other educational environments
• Training philosophers and
teachers
• Developing resources

Our Mission
Today more than ever we need the understanding, critical
thinking skills and perspective that philosophy brings.

In the move to online learning TPF
was able to reach students from
America to South Africa and train
teachers as far away as Hong Kong but the majority of our work is still
based in England, with 4,000
beneficiaries in England alone.

Founded in 2007 The Philosophy Foundation’s mission is to bring
understanding, wisdom and flourishing to the heart of education for children
and adults. We do this primarily by facilitating philosophical enquiry in schools,
as well as in learning communities and in the workplace.

We believe that:

• Public engagement

• Working in the wider
community
• Research and development

• Reasoning skills developed through philosophical enquiry are an
indispensable foundation of all aspects of learning.
• Philosophy, like maths, music or physical education, is intrinsically worth
doing and intrinsically engaging.
All our specialist philosophy teachers hold a bachelor’s degree in philosophy,
and are trained and supported to work in the diﬀerent settings where they
conduct their enquiries, from primary schools to businesses and prisons.

Our overall aim is to equip our beneficiaries to
participate fully in society.

• Working in partnership with
others
"Thanks for the inspiring philosophy sessions you run for Dalmain’s pupils. I’ve always thought that philosophy is the only subject
that is fully inclusive. It shouldn’t be a surprise but the children who achieve so well with you are often the children we miss
understanding through other subjects." Headteacher, Dalmain Primary School

Achieving our mission: Beneficiaries before covid
We achieve our mission through working in schools, in the wider community and in unique settings with children and vulnerable adults

Beneficiaries before covid
Funded sessions
Targeting children under 16 across
the uk oﬀering 10 free sessions. 476
children reached in England.

Teacher Training

In school training for
teachers and
classroom support.

Funded
11%

82 adults reached
4138 BENEFICIARIES

Paid Children
Philosophy sessions in
schools and school aged
groups

Training

Paid
89%

of teachers and
philosophers interested
in facilitating
philosophical enquiries

50 adults reached

3,500 children reached
Events

Paid Adult
Philosophy courses for
adults for personal or
business development.

30 adults reached

Re-contract rate

Schools that choose to continue with
philosophy from 2018-19. Some have
been with us for 10 years.

94% of schools continue

Collaboration with
Philosophy Now
oﬀering free sessions
to children

76 children reached

Achieving our mission: Beneficiaries during COVID
We achieve our mission through working in schools, in the wider community and in unique settings with children and vulnerable adults

COVID 19

Total Beneficiaries during COVID
Funded child philosophy
Targeting disadvantaged children
under 16 across the uk oﬀering 5
free sessions.

paid
55%

225 children reached
Paid child philosophy
Online philosophy
sessions to schools and
individuals.

Moving rapidly to online delivery
ensured that we directly impacted:

505 BENEFICIARIES
funded
45%

393 children &
112 adults directly
Training

Moving rapidly to online delivery we
ran 3 training courses. For teachers and
philosophers interested in facilitating
philosophical enquiries

39 adults reached

168 children reached
Indirect beneficiaries
Adult philosophy
Online courses for
adults for personal or
business
development.

73 adults reached

“This has been the single
best thing she has done
in lockdown”

- parent of child in funded philosophy
sessions

Those that were not directly
taught by our specialists but were
given our outstanding resources,
‘Thought Adventures’. 110 sessions developed.
Sent to 112 schools.

5421 pupils reached

Testimonials during Covid
Worksheets:
Thought Adventures
“These are amazing, thank you!.”
Saul Dourris, KS2 Teacher, Bristol
“These are wonderful. Thank you so much.
I'm always on the search for good material
for my junior classes as they tend to require
a diﬀerent approach to the senior philosophy
students. I think they will really enjoy these
thought experiments.”
Brent Silby, Ao Tawhiti School
“Thanks for these they look fantastic, so
good in in fact our federated school
Gordonbrock were wondering if they might
upload them too.”
Deputy Head for Curriculum and
Assessment

“I’ve been using the resources for a few
weeks now and wanted to get back to you to
say that they are really fab. Personally, the
resources have been a fantastic find for me, I
love them, thank you!”
Katerina Hadjimatheou

Online sessions:
Secondary students
“It was a great enrichment activity to do
outside school and kept me busy and
productive. I gained skills like
communication and collaboration skills and
enjoyed getting to know new people.
Secondary school pupil
“Our daughter has thoroughly
enjoyed the course, and has really looked
forward to the sessions. These have then
stimulated lots of conversation for the whole
family.It has been a real pleasure to see her
developing interest and confidence and gain
a good foundation for her Philosophy A level
course.”
Bernadette Liptrot, Parent

“I have been attending these online
Philosophy sessions, which are developing
my thinking and communication skills and
confidence. I truly look forward to these
sessions and I feel like I am in a diﬀerent
dimension where time doesn't tick the same
way it does in daily life.”
Secondary school pupil

Online sessions:
Primary Students
“My child is hungry to explore the big
questions and loves it when he thinks that
what he is asked to explore really matters. He
felt supported and valued as a thinker
because of these classes - taken seriously and intellectually excited. This was so
important for him during lockdown”
Parent of Key stage 2 child

“Thanks also for your work arranging the TPF
[The Philosophy Foundation] Philosophy
sessions for 5-7s on a Friday. My little guy
absolutely loves it!”
Parent of 6 year-old child

“I really would like the course continues
because through the philosophy for young,
they can develop and improve many
important abilities like communication, solve
the problem, persuasive, critical thinking,
and others. J is interested in the sessions!”
Liney, parent of online student

Impact of philosophy sessions
Do you think other children would benefit from
philosophy sessions?

How much have you/your child enjoyed the
philosophy sessions?

Quite enjoy ed the philosophy sessions

Do you think the philosophy classes have or will
help with other school subjects?

Really enjoyed the philosophy sessions
Maybe

Did not enjoy philosophy sessions

Children enjoy philosophy

Yes

No

No

Highly recommended
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Confidence

Listening skills

Yes

Benefits other learning

Parents think philosophy sessions improved:

Ability to think Reasoning skill s
about things
more clearly

Unsure

Concentration

Children develop essential skills
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"The Philosophy Foundation is an exceptional organisation. Its staﬀ
are highly committed, professional, and also creative in the way they
make philosophy available to everyone, including our newest citizens.
The ability of a little philosophy to transform pupils - making them
sharper thinkers, more rounded citizens, more morally aware - is
increasingly well-established. The Philosophy Foundation are leaders
in this field.”
Stephen Law

